Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory of pairwise nonadditive interactions in trimers is formulated, and pure three-body polarization and exchange components are explicitly separated out. It is shown that the three-body polarization contributions through the third order of perturbation theory naturally separate into terms describing the pure induction, mixed induction-dispersion, and pure dispersion interactions. Working equations for these components in terms of molecular integrals and linear and quadratic response functions are derived. These formulas have a clear, partly classical, partly quantum mechanical, physical interpretation. The asymptotic expressions for the second-and third-order three-body polarization contributions through the multipole moments and (hyper)polarizabilities of the isolated monomers are reported. Finally, assuming the random phase approximation for the response functions, explicit orbital formulas for the three-body polarization terms are derived. The exchange terms are also classified, and the simplest approximations (neglecting intramonomer correlation effects) are written as explicitly connected commutator expressions involving second-quantized operators. The corresponding orbital formulas are also reported. © 1995 American Institute of Physics. 1 r • and near-infrared spectra of Ar2-H F (see also Ref. 16 fora 1 7 1 tt review). These spectra could not be fully explained ' using the pairwise additivity assumption, although the empirical two-body potentials for A r-H C l, 19 A r-H F,20 and Ar2 (Ref. 21) are known very accurately. Also the red shift of the fun damental band of HF in the Ar matrix22 could not be repro duced from five-dimensional dynamical calculations23 on the two-body A r-H F potential. Since nearly exact quantum Monte Carlo calculations24 for large clusters are now becom ing feasible any information on collective many-body effects would be useful in structural and dynamical studies of these systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the frequent assumptions in molecular physics is the pairwise additivity of intermolecular interactions. Before the advent of modem simulation techniques this assumption was crucial for a tractable treatment of bulk properties of matter. It was also made because very little quantitative in formation about departures from nonadditivity was available. Although the nonadditive effects are much smaller than the additive ones, it is now generally accepted that the nonaddi tivity of interactions is the key to understanding many fea tures of weakly interacting molecules in gases, liquids, and 1 0 solids. Axilrod and Teller and Muttr were the first who pointed out the possible importance of nonadditivity in inter actions between spherically symmetric atoms, and who de rived an analytical expression for the long-range part of the three-body force. Lowdin proved that nonadditive effects are responsible for the deviations from the Cauchy relations between elastic constants of ionic solids. Later, it was shown that these effects strongly affect higher-order virial coefficients4,5 as well as the structure6,7 and thermodynamic • 8 properties of homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters of atoms and molecules. Nonadditive interactions are also im portant in modeling atom-surface interactions.9 For a more detailed discussion of the role of many-body effects in the description of bulk properties of matter we refer the reader to Refs. 10 and 11.
Recent advances in scattering12 and spectroscopic13' 15 techniques allow very detailed structural and dynamical stud ies of small clusters of atoms and molecules. In particular, recently it has become possible to record the microwave and far-infrared spectra of Ar2-H C l (Ref. 13) and microwave14 consistent perturbation theory including major long-range an(j exchange effects.
Until recently, the perturbation theory of nonadditive in teractions was mainly based on the Rayleigh-Schrodinger polarization treatment (neglecting the intermolecular electron exchange) coupled with the multipole expansion of the interaction operator (neglecting, in turn, charge overlap and damping effects).27-31 However, as pointed out by O ' Shea and M e a th 32 the charge overlap effects modify both the ra cial and angular dependence of the interaction energy. This shows that the multipole-expanded representation of the non additive contributions may be a very poor approximation to ihe true three-body effect. Although a consistent symmetryadapted perturbation theory of nonadditive three-body inter actions has been formulated in 1974,33 only the simplest many-body contributions to the interaction energy have been im plem ented for many-electron systems: the first-order * 1 A (Heitler-London) nonadditivity, the second-order induc t i o n nonadditivity, and the third-order dispersion nonadditivity,37'38 all with neglect of the effects of the intra monomer electronic correlation. In addition, Bulski and a n Chalasinski considered the second-order exchangedispersion nonadditivity in the system of three helium atoms. The second-order exchange nonadditivity has been also cono o sidered by Tachikawa and Iguchi. However, these authors neglected all terms cubic in the intermolecular overlap inte grals. This approximation has been shown to be very crude for the Heitler-London nonadditivity,35 and it is not ex pected to work well for the second-order exchange contribu tions.
Let us mention that Chalasinski and collaborators devel oped an approach to study nonadditive three-body interactions* that combines the supermolecule Mriller-Plesset theory with the simplest approximations to the induc tion and dispersion nonadditivities. This approach has been applied to characterize interactions in various trimers40,41 (see also Ref. 42 for a review). It is also worth noting that several supermolecule calculations have been reported for atomic, molecular, and metallic clusters. [43] [44] [45] Recently, the many-electron formulation46-54 of the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) of two-body interactions55-58 has been developed. In this approach all physically important contributions to the potential, such as electrostatics, exchange, induction, and dispersion are iden tified and computed separately. By making a perturbation expansion in the intermolecular interaction as well as in the intramolecular electronic correlation, it is possible to sum the correlation contributions to the different physical effects only as tar as necessary. The SAPT approach does not use the wultipole expansion,59,60 so all charge penetration (damping) Elects are automatically included. Since various contribu ons to the interaction energy show a different dependence 0n the intermolecular distance R, they can be fitted sepa-
ralely, with adjustable and physically interpretable
Parameters. [61] [62] [63] This method has been applied to determine f r a c tio n potentials for the H e -K Also state-to-state integral cross sections and total differen tial cross sections for H e-H F agree rather well with the available experimental data, suggesting that SAPT maintains good accuracy both at short and large distances. Since the SAPT theory of two-body interactions is well developed, it is natural to generalize it to nonadditive threebody interactions. It is the aim of this paper to report such a generalization. The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we formulate the triple perturbation theory of interactions in trimers, and show how the pure three-body effects can be separated out. Also presented in this section are expressions for the polarization contributions in terms of molecular inte grals and linear and quadratic response functions. These ex pressions have a clear, partly classical, partly quantum me chanical, physical interpretation. Finally, assuming some approximations to the response functions, they can be used in actual calculations. The exchange terms are also classified, and the simplest approximations (neglecting intramonomer correlation effects) are written as commutator expressions involving second-quantized operators. In Sec. Ill we present the multipole-expanded formulas for the polarization contri butions derived in Sec. II. Finally, in Sec. IV we shortly summarize the present work. Explicit orbital formulas (ready for computer programming) for the polarization and ex change contributions derived in the present paper are re ported in Appendices A and B, respectively. In a forthcoming paper75 we present some illustrative applications of this theory to a system of current experimental interest, Ar2-HF.
II. TRIPLE PERTURBATION THEORY OF INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN CLOSED-SHELL TRIMERS
We consider the interaction of three closed-shell systems A, 5 , and C. The total Hamiltonian of the trimer ABC can be conveniently written as
where H0 = HA + HB + Hc is the sum of Hamiltonians of the isolated monomers, the operator VXY collects all Coulombic interactions between electrons and nuclei of monomers X and Y, and the parameters f, 77, and x have the physical value equal to unity. The interaction energy of the trimer can be written as
where 'P 0 = ¥ $ ¥ q'P q is the ground state wave function of y the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, and 'Pq denotes the ground state wave function of the monomer X . We assume that the wave function of the trimer ^( £ ,77,;^) satisfies the intermedi ate normalization condition, < * oI * (£ .1 7 .X )> = 1 .
This function is a solution of the parametrized Schrödinger equation for the trimer,
(H0-E 0)V(£,V,x) [E-M ,v>x)-ZV
xVCA]VU,y,x), (4) where E0 = Eq + Eb + Eq is the ground state energy of H 0 and Eq is the ground state energy of the monomer X. Equa tions (2) and (4) form a convenient starting point for a Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) type perturbation expansion (polarization expansion ). Although at low order the polariza tion expansion is known not to reproduce the exchange com ponents of the interaction energy,77-79 this method plays an important role in the theory of intermolecular forces.71 First, the low-order terms in the energy expansion have a clear, and well established physical meaning,71 and provide rigorous definitions of such important concepts as two-body electro static, induction, and dispersion interactions. Second, the symmetry-adapted perturbation theories71 provide exchange contributions which can be added to the polarization terms. 
where and are zero if one of the indices /, j , and k is negative.
As discussed above the polarization expansion neglects the exchange effects. The exchange contributions can be in corporated into the theory by a suitable symmetryadaptation. Various symmetry-adapted perturbation theories have been studied in the past.55,56,71 Our experience80,57,79 for the two-body interactions suggests that the simplest symme trized Rayleigh-Schrodinger (SRS) perturbation theory80,57 shows satisfactory convergence properties and can be ap plied to many-electron systems in practice. In the SRS theory the exchange contributions are obtained by introducing the antisymmetrization into the energy expression, keeping Eqs (4) and (6) intact. The appropriate energy expression is 
where £ (000) = 0 , and # ( 0 ,0 ,0 ), is given by
o fiC = (^ol*^^o)_1 anc* the prime on the summation sym bol reminds us that the term with ( lmn) = (ijk) is excluded from the summation.
The exchange contributions to the interaction energy are defined by
To derive a closed expression for i?exch ^ 1 S useful t0 express the total antisymmetrizer of the trimer as (12) where C=(N A + NB + Nc)\/NA\NB\Nc \, Nx is the number of electrons of the monomer X, is the antisymmetrizer for the monomer X, and the operator & collects all intermo lecular exchanges,
i^)= pAB_i_ pt!L_j_ p L A _(_ p A B L^p f
The operators PXY and PXYZ are explicitly given by BC CA ABC (13) where (^> = < % |^o ) a n d H0= (% \(l+ 0 ) % ) The total antisymmetrizer of the trimer is a compli cated (A^ + W* + Wc )-electron operator, and the evaluation of Eq. (16) even with the simplest approximations to and represents a formidable task. One of the simplifying ^sum ptions often made in the theory of intermolecular forces is that the neglect of higher exchanges, represented in E q. (13) by P \ does not affect the computed exchange en ergies at intermediate distances near the van der Waals mini m um . The validity of this assumption has been carefully checked in Refs. 83, 84, and 35 for the two-body and threebody cases, respectively. To extract all terms quadratic and cubic in the intermolecular overlap densities, it is useful to parametrize the operator & as 81 (17) where for brevity we introduced the following short-hand notation 
B. Classification of three-body contributions to the interaction energy
The expressions for the nonadditive three-body contribu tions derived in the previous section involve in general exact wave functions of the monomers and the reduced resolvent of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian H0. Since these quantities are not available for any but one-and two-electron mol ecules, one has to formulate a many-electron theory that sys-We follow the common usage and indicate an m-body tematically treats intramonomer correlation effects. This can contribution to the interaction energy of an «-body cluster ^n) by Eint(m,n). Thus, the polarization and exchange contributions to the interaction energy as given by Eqs. (7) ^ (16) can be decomposed into E^k\ 2 y3) and E x(2,3), and E{ k\ 3 y3) and £^( 3 , 3 ) , respectively. By ^eir definition, all terms E^k) and JSgxch 0 + *+ # * 0. i.e., with at least two nonzero perturbation orders, are pure three-body contributions,
ij + i k + j k ± 0, be done by generalizing the coupled-cluster approach of Refs. 48 and 50. Another possibility, widely explored in the case of two-body interactions,49,51" 53,82 is to express the per turbation theory corrections to the interaction energy through the properties of the isolated monomers. In the present paper the former approach will be used to derive working expres sions for the exchange contributions, the latter will be fol lowed to find formulas for the polarization terms. The definitions of the nonadditive contributions derived in the previous section involve nonsymmetric operators, like H0 and VAB. These operators do not include all electrons in a fully symmetric way, and in fact H0 and VAB act in a larger space than the fully antisymmetric Hilbert space BC of the trimer ABC. To use these operators we have to consider the space J&A®J&B®J&C , i.e., the tensor product of anti symmetric Hilbert space J% A , :%B , and :% ?c for the mol ecules A, 5 , and C. The permutations of electrons between the interacting molecules lead in general to wave functions which do not belong to the space . We define the one-electron space 5 S as the space spanned by the union of all three atomic bases associated with the three monomers in the trimer. The basis of the space Jzf includes functions centered on all atoms in the trimer and, consequently, will be referred to as the trimer-centered basis. We assume that the same one-electron space SZ is used to construct the three 
respectively. We will employ the same notation for analo gous operators acting in .3%A® M B® M C, although these op erators should be written as tensor products, i.e., ak^2 * *1*2"'K n < 8> 1 c , and 1A < 8> 1 # < 8> c 
' tT\ ^2 ' * -A 
can be represented in the form 48
VAB= { v B) y x + {vA) W + v \ X^+ V (29)
where VqB is the constant nuclear repulsion term. Further, 
The definition of IIXX|X2(cl>| ,a;2) is somewhat more in volved and is given by8
This sum-over-states expression can be conveniently rewrit ten as zrd 10) ■^pol 2 R e (Ÿ ? |n^Ÿ ? > = 2 R e ( ¥ g |a f W ? ) , 
+ (V A\al'RA(col)(aK K-p K K)
X^( -B j ) f l l2^) + ( l«-*2). 
To simplify further discussion we shall occasionally refer to the energy corrections £ (/,)(3 ,3 ) of the total nth order in 
Polarization contributions
The electrostatic energy £^ is additive, so the first non additive contribution is given by the second-order term,
where, e.g., the £poi0) is explicitly given by
)
Below, we report the definitions of these components in terms of the induction and dispersion operators and intermo lecular interaction operators, and show how these contribu tions can be expressed through molecular integrals and re sponse functions of the isolated monomers. The dispersion nonadditivity £^p ( The mechanism of the third-order three-body induction interactions is somewhat more complicated. It can be shown that one can distinguish three principal categories. The first mechanism is simply the interaction of permanent moments on the monomer C with the moments induced on B by the nonlinear (second-order) effect of the electrostatic potential of the monomer A plus contributions obtained by interchang ing the roles of the monomers A and C. The corresponding contribution is
In terms o f quadratic response function it takes the form
Note that we have six contributions of this type correspond ing to six possible permutations of the indices A, B , and C. The second mechanism is the interaction between the nent corresponding to this particular interaction will be de noted by ^¿^(A « -5;C<-£ ) , and can be written as find'1*04 « -B ;C^B ) = 2 R e(ÎAV 0\ VCAÎC BV 0) + 2 R e(90\VCAîA Bî î V 0). (51) The corresponding expression in terms of linear response functions is S 'n d V = ( " f l ) £ ( " f l ) i AE n^:(0 )n ™ '(0 ).
Since by definition B), we have obviously three contributions of this kind.
The third mechanism corresponds to the interaction of multipole moments induced in monomers B and C by the electrostatic potentials of monomers A and B , respectively. At present the electron densities (needed to construct t]ie matrix elements of and response functions can be accurately computed using powerful techniques developed in tjie j980s (see, e.g., Refs. 85 and 88), so once the monomer properties are available, the three-body contributions can be eaSjly obtained. It should be noted, however, that accurate calcu latio n s of the interaction energy components require the use of trimer-centered basis sets, so the expensive step of calcu latin g the propagators must be repeated at each geometrv. Since we are interested in the calculations of the full potential energy surfaces, the use of very advanced approxi mations to the polarization propagators would make the cal culations prohibitively expensive. Therefore, in the present work w e will use the response functions of the random phase a p p ro x im a tio n (RPA),85,89 also known as the time-dependent coupled-Hartree-Fock method. An analysis similar to that reported in Ref. 37 shows that the RPA approximations to £, 2I .(3,3) and £¡^(3,3) are fully included in the supermolecule Hartree-Fock nonadditivity £ *^(3 ,3 ) . Since the RPA propagator is exact through the first order in the intramonomer electronic correlation, and since the inductiondispersion energy is a second-order intermonomer correla tion effect, the two leading-order terms in the many-body perturbation expansion (with respect to the intramonomer electronic correlation) of the RPA induction-dispersion en ergy are fully included in the supermolecule MP3 nonaddi tivity AE (3)( 3 ,3 ) , while the two leading-order terms of the RPA dispersion energy are fully included in the MP4 nonad ditivity A £ (4)( 3 ,3 ) 
The corresponding energy contribution, denoted by

Exchange contributions
The leading first-order exchange nonadditivity is given by the sum £< 
,) = £ '' T '( ,) + £èxch (( ,) + £ £ £ ' ( ,),
(100) (010) (001)
and is equivalent to the Heitler-London nonadditivity, r( I )
where £¡¿ (2,3) is the Heitler-London energy corresponding to all tw o -b o d y interactions in the trimer. Practical evaluation Eqs. (55) or (5 6 ) is very difficult, even assuming the s'ngle exchange approximation (i.e., the neglect of all terms quartic an d of higher order in the overlap integrals). When in tra m o n o m e r correlation effects are neglected the ex pression (55) can be handled using a suitable density matrix formalism.34 An even simpler alternative is to approximate ^( 3 ,3 ) by the Heitler-London nonadditivity computed lv'th the Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions for the monomers-It can be shown that this energy differs from the first-0r^er exchange contribution evaluated with the HF wave ^notions b y terms quartic in the intermolecular overlap in tegrals, provided that the full basis of the trimer is used.34 In present work we will approximate the first-order ex change nonadditivity by the Heitler-London nonadditivity computed with complete neglect of intramonomer correla tion effects, but to all orders in the overlap integrals. It should be noted that the intramonomer correlation effects strongly affect the two-body first-order exchange energies,50,51 and their incorporation for the three-body case may be necessary. Work in this direction is in progress.
The second-order exchange nonadditivity is given by £exch ( P-(P))[V \"(A <-B ) 
( Ÿ 0| (VAB -(Vab))(Qab -(Qab)) r.AB A B A B
(63) X(A---B)%) .
+ {V 0\(VBC-{ V BC))(P -{P ))V^p
Since the exchange-induction and exchange-dispersion energies are small even for pair interactions, and since cal culations employing correlated wave functions are not fea sible even in the two-body case, we will neglect the intra monomer correlation effects on these components. This can be achieved by replacing in Eqs. (61)-(64) Below we will use the following identity:50 AB (<t>0\VAB® 0) 
A similar definition holds for VBC. Using Eqs. (68) and ( 
Note that similar to the two-body case, one can consider the exchange-induction energy fully accounting for the coupled-Hartree-Fock-type response, i.e., for the perturbation in duced modification of the Hartree-Fock potential.91 The cor responding exchange-induction energies will be denoted bŷ exch-ind,resp(3»3) and £exch-ind,resp • Th^ commutator formulas for these components are given by Eqs. (74) and (75) , re spectively, provided that the amplitudes of the single excitation operators r (io00), etc., are replaced by the corre sponding coupled-Hartree-Fock amplitudes.91
Using the Wick92,93 or contraction94 theorems for the second-quantized operators, and performing integrations over spin variables, Eqs. (7 4 )-(7 7 ) can be rewritten in terms of molecular integrals and orbital energies. One may note that since the VXY operators are exclusively expressed in terms of Coulomb integrals, and various exchange operators in terms of overlap integrals, Eqs. (7 4 )-(7 7 ) give the secondorder exchange nonadditivity in terms of Coulomb and over lap integrals only (no exchange or hybrid integrals appear in the final expressions). The orbital expressions corresponding to Eqs. (7 4 )-(7 7 ) are reported in Appendix B.
III. MULTIPOLE EXPANSION OF THE THREE-BODY POLARIZATION CONTRIBUTIONS THROUGH THE THIRD-ORDER OF PERTURBATION THEORY
In this section we will give the asymptotic (large R ) expressions for the three-body polarization contributions by introducing the multipole expansions for VAB, VBC, and V • The great advantage of the multipole expansion is that it yields an expression for the interaction energy in which only properties of the free monomers appear and, moreover, the geometry dependence of the interaction energy components is given explicitly in terms of simple functions. We shall use the spherical form of the multipole expansion since in con trast to the Cartesian formalism27 it gives the orientational dependence of the interaction energy components in a closed form. Since the spherical expressions found in the literature are not presented in terms of monomer properties, we report the spherical multipole-expanded formulas for all the threebody polarization components that were introduced in Sec. II B 1. We will show how the three-body contributions to the interaction energy can be written solely in terms of the fol lowing monomer properties: multipole moments, frequencydependent polarizabilities, and hyperpolarizabilities. In the expressions derived in this section these monomer properties ire e x p re sse d with respect to an arbitrary space-fixed frame, whereas they are usually calculated (or measured) with re spect to a set of body-fixed inertial axes on the molecule. The angular momentum coupling used in all our formulas has the purpose to make the transformation from the monomer prop erties in their own body-fixed frames to the space-fixed frame as simple as possible. All properties on each monomer are c o u p le d to spherical tensors of rank A which transform under the frame rotation by the use of irreducible Wigner  rotation matrices D (A)(a,/3,y) . 95 The geometry dependence of the interaction energy com ponents is described by functions depending on the spherical polar coordinates of the vectors RXY pointing from X to Y. We d esig n ate the polar angles of RXY by RXY (which is a unit vector a lo n g R*y), and its length by RXY. The functions describing the geometry are obtained by Clebsch-Gordan coupling o f irregular harmonics, defined by
1/iu^xy) -R xy X C\SRxy)' (78)
where Cl m is a spherical harmonic in Racah normalization.95
The multipole expansion of VXY reads59
A. The multipole expansion of E)n1 d0)
After expanding VAB and VBC in the expression (42) of ZsSnd0), we find in the numerator b{rab) ®(q'a)®(qI b) 
ebsch-Gordan coupling. In general the Clebsch-Gordan c°upled product of spherical tensors will be denoted as [T / ® S ] , i.e., as a binary product between square brackets, mym Before discussing the different physical effects such as induction-dispersion and induction, we first consider the an gular momentum aspects of the multipole expansion and de rive a generic expression for £poi0) in terms of irreducible monomer tensors.
In the numerators of £pol0) we meet products of the type •/'i0 where the irreducible tensors Tl m are either transition matrix elements or expectation values of multipole operators Q l m. The simplest angular dependence of the multipole expanded form of £poi0) is obtained when we recouple these products such that the tensors belonging to one monomer are first coupled to an irreducible monomer tensor. Furthermore it is useful to apply the Gaunt series, which can be written as with 1 67-symbol.96 An alternative approach was followed by Piecuch,28 who considered in this case all 15 quantum num bers simultaneously and obtained 1 57 -symbols as recoupling coefficients. We are then left with an arbitrary choice in the coupling order of the monomer tensors. We can, for example, couple first the tensors on A and C and then B (which is essentially the choice made by Piecuch), or first B and C and then A. Since the second choice yields a recoupling constant that is a product of a 97-symbol times two 67-symbols, and the first choice gives a product of two 97-symbols, we do not follow Piecuch, but take the second possibility. Recall in this con nection that a 97-symbol is a sum of ternary products of 67-symbols. We write (83) where the expressions between curly brackets are 9j-ancj
X [ %S'a+,b® T'a® T'fl]°[ ^s +/c® T'a® T'c]°u
67-symbols.
We introduce the angular function, suppressing the ge nealogy labels for typographical reasons, 
Since different definitions of the (reducible) hyperpolarizability tensor can be found, we give its explicit definition, which agrees with our earlier definition, Eq. (36), of the qua dratic polarization propagator, "((o\,oj2) \Q l" \V n )(V n \Q U V n ')(V n^U^+ W o\QÎ^n)(Vn\QÎ'\Vn<) {Vn'\Ql m\Vo) - 1 / (E0-E n+ o)i + ü )2)(E0-E", + (ü2) (E0-E n-(o 2)(E0 En> -co l (02)
where 
X [ [ [ T ,,'® T ,-4]A''® [T /s® T /fl]As] A/lB
The energy B\C*-B) is one of the three terms of the induction energy We find its multipole expanded form by considering the appropriate sum over states and corresponding energy denominators, Eq. (51) . The required formula can be obtained by substitution into Eq (96) 
/V (98) [T /c ® T /c ]Ac= a ('c^)Ac(0 ).
The coupled permanent moments of A and C appear in the other two induction terms, which we do not give explicitly. The A xilrod-T eller-M utto1,2 energy E^\ generalized to arbitrary multipoles, is obtained when we substitute into Eq. (96) [ 
Then the generic term becomes
In this paper we have developed the symmetry-adapted perturbation theory for a direct calculation of pairwise non additive polarization and exchange contributions to the inter action potentials of closed-shell trimers. We have shown that the three-body polarization contributions through the third order of perturbation theory naturally separate into terms de scribing the pure induction, mixed induction-dispersion, and pure dispersion interactions. Each term has a clear, partly classical, partly quantum mechanical, physical interpretation. Working equations for these components in terms of molecu lar integrals and linear and quadratic response functions have been derived. Assuming some approximations to the re sponse functions, these formulas can be used in actual calcu lations. In the present paper we reported explicit orbital for-9 § mulas for the second-and third-order three-body polarization contributions in the random phase approximation. Also, the asymptotic expressions for the second-and third-order threebody polarization contributions in terms of the multipole mo ments and (hyper)polarizabilities of the isolated monomers have been derived. We have also shown how the exchange terms can be classified, and derived explicitly connected commutator ex pressions involving second-quantized operators, as well as explicit orbital expressions, for the simplest approximations (neglecting intramonomer correlation effects). In the subse-q U e n t paper75 we present some illustrative applications of this theory to a system of current experimental interest, 
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